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A theoretical investigation of the longitudinal response character-
istics of a swept-wing fighter airplane using a nomml-acceleration con-
trol system has been made. The system has been evaluated with normal.
acceleration plus pitch-rate feedback and normal-acceleration plus pitch-
rate feedback with a lag network placed in the forwsrd loop. The effects
. of Mach number and altitude upon the response characteristics of the
system and the effects of vsrying the psremeter settings are determined.
Also discussed are the elevator deflections and pitching velocities8
encountered at various parsmeter settings and flight conditions when en
approximate step ccrmand in normal acceleration is impressed on the sys-
tem. A comparison has been made between the normml-acceleration system
end a pitch-attitude system when control of the flight path is desired,
and, for further comparison,
~ =@e-of-attack c~trol and a pitch-rate
control are discussed briefly.
.
.
Three primary conclusions were reached in this theoretical investi-
gation: The airplane-autopilot combination incorporating both pitch-rate
feedback and a lsg network can be made to perfonnwe13 as fsr as normsl-
acceleration response is concerned, for the fUght conditions investi-
gated, provided some mesns is available for changing the ~ameter
settings. With the parameter settings which give the best response char-
acteristics, the elevator deflections encountered at high altitudes and
moderate to low speeds would be very large. Consequently, control-rate
and control-deflection limitations, which are not considered in this
paper, will have an important bearing on both the adjustment of param-
eters and the response of the system except for cases where commands are
of small magnitude (such as might occur during the tracking phase of the
attack of an automatic interceptor). When the pitch-attitude system and
the normal-acceleration system were used as inner loops for controlling
the flight path, the pitch-attitude system provided a more rapid flight-
path response than did the normal-acceleration system.
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When automatic controls are added to the present-day high-speed
fighter airplane, msmy possible variations are afforded as to how the
airplme motions and loads can be controlled. The National Advisory
Camnittee for Aeronautics has undertaken a theoretical investigation, the
general purposes of which sre (1) to study the response characteristics
of an airplane having various types of longitudinal automatic-control-
stabilization systems, such as pitch attitude, normal acceleration, and
angle of attack, (2) to determine the effects of chsmges in altitude aqd
Mach number on the response characteristics of the various systems, and
(3) to determine t~ effects of ch~i~ the parameter settings on the
response characteristics of the various systems. In the present paper,
normal-acceleration stabilization and control is investigated and the
effects on the performance of the airplane-autopilot combination of
chsmging the flight_conditions of the airpl~e a@ the parsmeter settings
in the system are discussed. Results of a comparable study of a pitch-
attitude stabilization snd control system are presented in reference 1.
The types of controls analyzed herein incorporate normal-acceleration
feedback alone, normal-acceleration plus pitch-rate feedback, and normal-
acceleration plus pitch-rate feedback with a lag network placed in the .
forwerd loop.
——
The results presented are discussed on the basis of the character-
l
istics of the frequency and trsasient response in normal acceleration,
such as the frequency at which the peals-amplituderesponse occurs (here-
inafter cslled the peak frequency), the time for the response to reach
and stay within ~ percent of the steady-state value (hereinafter called
the response time), the cycles to damp to one-half amplitude, and the
steady-state error. A discussion is also presented of the elevator
.
deflections and pitching velocities encountered at various paremeter
settings and flight conditions when an approximate step command in normal
acceleration is tipressed on the system. The normal-acceleration system
and pitch-attitude system (ref. 1) are also compared when these two types
of automatic control systems are used to control the flight path of the
airplane.
Control systems sensing angle of attack and pitching velocity are
also discussed briefly with particular regard to comparison of their
.-
characteristics with those of the normal-acceleration and pitch-attitude “ “-
systems.
.
.
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S-YMBOLS
aspect ratio
time-constant ratio of lag networka
b
%/2
%
CL.
wing span> ft
cycles for oscillations to dsmp to one-half amplitude
lift coefficient, L/qS
rate of change of lift coefficient with angle of attack,
per radian
rate of change of lift coefficient with sngle of attack of
tail, per radian%
rate of chamge of lift coefficient with nondimensional
pitching velocity%3
c% rate of change of lift coefficient with rate of chsnge ofangle of attack
rate of chsnge of lift coefficient with elevator deflection
per radian
rate of chsmge of pitching-moment coefficient with lift
coefficient%L
rate of change of pitching-mcment coefficient with @e of
attack, per radian%3
rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient with angle of
attack of tail, Psr radian
rate of change of pitching-mcment coefficient with nondimen-
sional pitching velocity% e
rate of change of pitching-mment coefficient with rate of
chsmge of angle of attack%
rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient with elevator
deflection, per radisn
mean aerodynamic chord, ft
.
4D
~
hp
%
j=~
%lE
%
KY
K7e
L
z
M
m
n
P
q.
s
TR
t
v
w
x
‘1
nondimensional differential operator, Fd
V dt
acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec2
pressure altitude, ft —
moment of inertia about Y-axis, slug-ft2
normal-acceleration error-signal
pitch-rate-signal gain setting,
nondimensional radius of
axis
flight-path error-signal
lift, lb
tail length,
tail, ft
Mach naber;
gain setting,
radians
===i=
gyration about
gain setting
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radians per g
lateral stability
measured from 0.25F of wing to 0.233 of
also pitchhg moment in figure 1
mass of airplane, slugs
normsl acceleration, g units
complex Laplace operator
dynemic pressure, *
wing area, sqft
time for response to
steady-state value,
time, sec
airspeed, ft/sec
airplane weight, lb
longitudinal axis of
transfer function of
pV2, lb/sq ft
reach and stay within ~ percent of
sec
reference fixed in airplane
elevator servocontrol system
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airplane trsnsfer function relating pitch attitude to
elevator deflection
airplane transfer function relcdxlngnormsl acceleration to
elevator deflection
trsnsfer function of lag network
normal sxis of reference fixed in airplane
angle of attack, radians
sngle of flight path with horizontal.,radians
sngle of flight-path error signal, 7i - 7., radians
elevator deflection, positive when trailing edge is down,
radims unless otherwise specified
error signal, ni - ~
input to
angle of
angle of
elevator servocontrol system
pitch, radians
sweepback of 0.2~-chord line, deg
relative-density factor, m/pSE
atmospheric density, slugs/cu ft
lag-network time constti
phase angle, deg
circular frequency, radians/see
freqwncy at which pesk in smplitude response occurs,
radians/see
rate of change of downwash with sngle of attack
absolute value of amplitude ratio
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Subscripts:
i input
o output
Ss steady state
.
A dot placed over a symbol indicates differentiation with respect
to the.
ANALYSIS
The analysis of this paper was made by conventional techniques in
which the concept of the transfer function was utilized. Thus, all the
dynamic elements used in the analysis were assumed to have linear response
characteristics. Although the elements of the system studied herein
would, in all probability, exhibit nonlinear behavior under certain con-
ditions, an investigation of these conditions is beyond the scope of
this paper. An attempt is made, however, to point out where some of the
more important nonlinearitiesmight influence the results.
Airplane Transfer Function
The transfer function of the airplane relating normal acceleration
to elevator deflection was obtained from u equation-of-motiontype of
analysis by use of stability derivatives estimated from theory, wind-
tunnel data, and flight-test data. The various trensfer functions used
are presented in the appendix. The system of sxes snd the sign conven-
tions used in deriving the airplane transfer functions are presented in
figure 1. However, some sign conventions were modified for convenience
in obtaining the response of the airplane-autopilot cmblnation. The
modification consisted of changing the sign of the numerator of the air-
plane transfer function which amounts, in effect, to considering the up
elevator as positive. This modification is reasonable in that a positive
elevator input will then produce a positive static response, a condition
assumed to exist with most servo-synthesisprocedures.
In the analysis, the degree of freedom involving changes in longi-
tudinal velocity was neglected inasmuch as this paper is concerned pri-
marily with short-period command characteristics.
Since the coefficients of the airplane trsmsfer function vary with
airspeed, altitude, Mach number, and other conditions, it is necess~
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to study the control characteristics for flight conditions that represent
the normsl speed snd altitude range of the airplane being considered.
. The four conditions selected were: condition 1, M = 0.5 and
~ = 35,000 feet; condition II, M = 0.7 and ~ . O; condition 111,
M = 0.7 snd ~ . 35,0@3 feet; and condition IV, M .0.9 snd
hp = 35,000feet. These flight conditions, the basic airplane dimensions,
and the corresponding airplane stability parameters are presented in
table 1. The airplane and the flight conditions are the ssme as those
studied in reference 1. Figure 2 shows the airplane frequency-response
curves for the flight conditions investigated. ‘Thesecurves me in
fairly good agreement with similar curves subsequently obtained from
actual tests.
Trsnsfer Function of Elevator Servocontrol System
The frequency response of the autopilot used throughout this anal.
ysi.swas obtained experhentaUy from a bench setup of a special auto-
pilot system whose characteristics made it suitable for use in a high-
speed fighter airplane.
ref. 1) had essentially
& to a frequency of about
this system is shown in
as follows:
m
The autopilot considered (ssme as used in
constant smplitude-response characteristics up
6 cycles per second. The frequency response Gf
figure 3, and a block tisgram of the system is
El
Transfer Pilot Vsrisble-
valve piston displacement—
I -P
I I I +_
ssrvo- 8
control
motor
r
Gain
adjuster-
Airplane-Autopilot Combination
Initially the airplane-autopilot combination was investigated with
the autopilot sensing acceleration errors only; however, pitch-rate
feedback was incorporated throughout most of the investigations in order
to improve the stability of the system and enable the use of higher sys-
tem gains. In addition, a lag network was ultimately placed in the
. forward loop in order to reduce the large steady-state errors which
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existed without the lag network. A block tiagram of the airplane-
autopilot combination with pitch-rate feedback and lag network is as
follows:
n~
Elevator L 0
1+-rp 6servocontrol Airplaue
1 + Tap system ‘2
h %
~pe Rate gyro
~P
=CSUY, t~ feedback e-nts tich masure nmmal acceleration and
pitch rate were assumed to have an amplitude ratio of one and a phase
lag of zero. The open- and closed-loop tr-fer functions of the svster.m
analyzed are presen~ed in the followi& table:
.
I Type of system
I Systan without lagnetwork
System Without pitch-
rate feedback or
lag network
Open loop I Closed loopnJE no/nf
%lJly3y4 KnEyly3y4
1+ KRY1Y2D I + KRY1Y2D + ~EyIy3y4.
.
.
,
.
.“3
*
.
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where
Y~ transfer function of elevator servocontrol system
9
Y2 airplane transfer function relating pitch attitude to elevator
deflection
Y3 airplane transfer function relating normal acceleration to
elevator deflection
lag-network transfer function, 1+1-p
1 + Tap
The procedure used in establishing the parameter settings ~,
~e, T, Snd a for the ccznpletesystem is as follows: The gain
settings KR md %= were initially determined by a well-lmown tech-
nique which involved adjusting the pesk amplitude ratio of the closed
loop (see ref. 2, pp. 185 to 188). At each flight condition investi-
gated, the gain setting KR was determined so that the peak amplitude
ratio of the inner loop was adJusted to a value of approximately 1.2.
Then, the error gain setting ~ was determined in a similar manner
E
so that the peslcsmplitude ratio of the outer loop was slso adjusted to
a value of approximately 1.2. At this point, it should be noted that,
for the normal-acceleration systems investigated, a unit static sensi-
tivity was not achieved. Thus, the degree of stability of these systems
is more directly related to the ratio of the peak amplitude ratio to the
static-smplitude ratio than to the peak amplitude ratio itse~. Because
a close approach to a static-smplitude ratio of one was desired, however,
combinations having low static-amplitude ratios were not of interest and,
therefore, adjustment to a given peak smplitude ratio was justified. For
the normal-acceleration system investigated with the best gain adjust-
ments at each flight condition, the static-smplitude ratios obtained when
the pesk smplitude ratio was adjusted to 1.2, resulted in ratios of pesk
amplitude ratio to static-amplitude ratio which vsried from 1.4 to 1.7.
Variations of this magnitude would be expected to have but little effect
on the trasient-response characteristics of the system. Further refine-
ment in adjusting the characteristics of the outer loop was not felt to
be warranted in the absence of a more definite criterion on the relative
importance of such factors as steady-state error, response time, smd the
degree of system stability.
The values of the lag-network variables -r and a were determined
from Nyquist plots of the system without the lag network. M-circles were
supertiposed on the plots to determine the frequency range over which an
integrat~ characteristic was required. After incorporating the lag
network, I& was readjusted to maintain a peak amplitude ratio at the
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value selected. In order to verify that the values of the parameters
obtained by the technique just described were near the best values for
the chosen system, the “effectsof altering the parameter settings were
investigated. While the other settings were held constant, each parsm-
eter setting was decreased and increased by x percent of its original
value. At the ssme the,
~G was creed to maintain a peak amplitude
ratio at the value selected. In this manner, the trend of the frequency-
response curves could be seen. In addition to varying the parsmeter
settings in order to determine their effects on the frequency end tran-
sient responses, the effects of holding the system parsmeter settings
constant while varying the flight condition were investigated. Initiasly>
the parameter settings which gave the best results at the altitude
cr’llisiwcondition, condition 111 (M = 0.7, ~ = 35,OOO feet), ~re
used ~d~ f-lly, the parameter settings wwch gave the best results at
the sea-level condition, condition 11 (M = 0.7, hp = O), were used.
As mentioned previously, the values of system par&eters were chosen by
techniques applicable only to linear systems. The gain settings so
obtained were large compared to those currently considered for use in
this type of control system (particularly for high altitudes at low to
moderate speeds). The use of lower gains fiy befdictated by consi’der-
—
—
ations of control-deflection limitations and control-rate limitations. It
should be pointed out that gains which gave the best results at sea le~el d
were much lower than those determined for high altitudes. Since opera-- ‘“-
tion at high altitude with the sea-level gain settings was investigated,
effects on the system response of operating with reduced gains are
c
included in the present study.
The Fourier synthesizer, the t= described in reference 3, was
employed to establish the transient-response characteristics for sll.the
systems analyzed from their closed-loop frequency response. The input
quantity, nomnal-acceleration comsnd ni, was in the form of an approx-
imate sq~e wave utilizing the first 24 hsrmonics of a Fourier series
(see fig. 4).
The response characteristics that were used to evaluate the vsrious
conditions were (I) the peak frequency ~j (2) the response t~ TRj
(3) the number of cycles to damp to one-half smp~tude C~/2, and
(4) the 6te@f-state e~or ~ss. In addition to obtsining the transient
responses in normal acceleration, calculations were also made of the
elevator deflections needed to produce these responses and of the pitching
velocities encountered when the system was subjected to the normal-
acceleration command. Expressions for the transfer functions 5/~
and 6/ni are presented in the appendix. These relations were employed
to determine the associated trsnsient-response characteristics through
use of the Fourier synthesizer. The elevator deflections and pitching
wNACA TN 3191 11
velocities were investigated at all four flight conditions with the best
parsmeter settings obtained at each conditio~, with
held constantthroughout aU. conditions at the best
the high-sltitude cruising conditions, and with the
held constant throughout all conditions at the best
the sea-level condition.
the parsmeter settings
values obtained for
psrsmeter settings
vslues obtained for
J!?ormal-AccelerationAutopilot As a Command
System for Control of the Flight Path
Atypice3. application of the normal-acceleration airplane-autopilot
canbination is to control the flight path of the airplane. A block
diegrsm of such a system is as follows:
I E1.eve.tor I
?-i cl ‘-- ~control— P1.ms
system Y2
I r~
1 K#e
I F&e gyro
I
K#
I
I1 1
I L--------.——-————-—--——————-—-—-————-———d I
I
The open-loop transfer function a~ars symbolically as
The psmmeter settings used in evaluating this system were the best
settings obtained at each flight condition of the nomal-acceleration
airplane-autopilot canbination which utilized both the rate-~o and
lag-network systems. When these parameter settings were used, the tran-
sient responses of the system at SU foux flight conditions were d&er-
mined. UI addition to obtaining the transient responses in flight path,
calculations were also made of the elevator deflections needed to produce
these responses and of the normal acceleration imposed upon the airframe
when the system was subjected to the flight-path command. Expressions
& for the transfer functions YJY~) 6/Yi> ad ‘/Yi are presented in
the appendix.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Airplsae-Autopilot Combination Without Pitch-Rate
Feedback or Lsg Network
The best freqvency and transient responses obtained for the system
without pitch-rate feedback or lag network tie shown in figure 5 for all
four flight conditions. The approximate sq~-wave input produced by
the Fourier synthesizer is also plotted for comparison. For simplicity,
this input curve in figure 5 and in subsequent figures was smoothed so
that the ripples etisting in the actual inptit(see fig. k) would not
appear. The fairing of this curve was Justified because the frequency
of the ripples was high enough to have no significant effect on the out-
put; small ripples were caused by the limited number of harmonics uti-
lized by the Fourier synthesizer. In addition, the parameters
~> ‘R)
%/2> ~d ~ss which are associated with each frequency and transient
response are tabulated in figure 5. Note that the acceleration tran-
sients in figure 5 and subsequent figures M-tiald.y tend to go in the
opposite direction from the cmman d. This condition results from the
fact that the initial change in tail load with elevator deflection d
produces sm acceleration opposite to that ultimately obtained in the
steady state.
.
It is obtious from figure 5 that, for all four flight conditions, the
dynsmic characteristics of the airplane-autopilot wouldbe unsatisfactory
because of the long time required for the atrplsme to respond to an
applied ccmmand, the very low damping of the system, and the large
steady-state error. Iiuprovementin the transient response could be
effected by increasing both the amplitude ratio at the low-frequency
end of the frequency-response curves sad the peak frequency without
increasing the peak smplitude ratio of the curves. As is weXl known,
the addition of derivative feedback would make it possible to accomplish
this purpose.
Airplane-Autopilot C!ombinationWith Pitch-Rate
Feedback Withoug Lag Network
The frequency and transient responses obtained with pitch-rate
feedback incorporated for the four flight conditions are presented in
ftgure 6. A comparison of figure 5 with figure 6 shows that the addi-
tion of pitch-rate feedback improved the system inasmuch as the static
value of the freqpency response was tncreased, the peak frequency was
increased, sz@ the response time was decreased. Even though the system
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was improved with the addition of pitch-rate feedback, the smplitude
ratio at the low-frequency end of the freqyency-response curve did not
increase sufficiently to afford the attaimnent of a reasonably small
steady-state error. Therefore, in order to increase the smplitude ratio
at the low-frequency end of the frequency-response curve and lower the
steady-state error, a lag network was incorporated in the system.
With the assumed static margin, a steady-state error will alwsys
exist when the autopilot is operated by the acceleration error slone.
“%
values for the exsmple airplane presented in table I show
T
u
that, for the flight conditions investigated, the airplane had a fairly
large static margin. Reduction in the static margin would reduce the
steady-state errors obtained herein. In fact, for a~roximately zero
static margin, an integrating characteristic would exist in the airplane
transfer function. This consideration and others, such as the magnitude
of elevator deflection to obtain a given response, indicate the desir-
ability of operating with low static wgins when under autcxaatic
control.
Airplane-Autopilot CcmibinationWith Both Pitch-Rate
.
Feedback and Lag Network
.
The freqwncy and transient responses obtained with both pitch-rate
feedback and a lag network incorporated in the system are presented in
figure 7. Results are shown for sdl four flight conditions when the
best parameter settings obtained were used. These settings were obtained
by examining the trends in the response curves as the system parameters
were varied. Typical effects of varying system parameters are presented
in figures 8 to 13. The original.psmmeter settings (middle row of
figs. 8 to 13) are not necessarily the best settings. Accmparison of
figure 7 with figure 6 showsthat, for sll four flight conditions, the
amp~tude ratio of the freqpency-response curve at low frequencies was
greatly increased ad, as a result, there was a sizeable decrease in
the steady-state error. H perfect integration had been provided by the
lag network, the steady-state error could have been reduced to zero for
all conditions; however, because of the appearance of a secondary peak
at low freqyency, it was necessary to select a leg network which would
not continue to increase the gain sJJ the wsy to zero frequency. With
the network chosen, the usable error gains increased sharply at each
f~ght condition because of the attenuation at high frequencies afforded
by this lag network. The pesk frequency of the freqyency-response curves
decreased somewhat, but the large increases in smplitude ratio at fre-
quencies below the peak more than offset the adverse effect of this
decrease. Thus, the results presented in figure 7 indicate that the
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present airplane-autopilot combination csn be made to have a very rapid
normal-acceleration response, provided scme means of changing the para-
eter settings is available.
v
.
Effects of Varying the Parameter Settings
In figures 8 to 13, the original parameter settings were determined
by the procedures outlined in the analysis. Only conditions 11
(M= O.7, ~ = O) and III (M = 0.7, hp = 35,000 feet) were usedto
illustrate the effects of varying the parsmeter settings since the other
conditions were found to produce s~lar results. For the purpose of
determining the effects of variations in the psmmeter settings, the
original values of the parsmeter settings were (1) decreased by 50 per-
cent and (2) increased by ~ percent while the peak-amplitude ratio of
the outer loop was maintained constant. The results obtained with these
changes in parameter settings are presented in figures 8 to 13. This
original case corresponds to the middle row in each figure. For perfect
following, the amplitude response would have a value of unity from zero
to imfinite frequency and the phase-angle curve would be zero for all
values of m. This result obviously is impossible to achieve in practice,
but my modification which serves to increase the peak frequcy ~ or
increase the magnitude at low frequencies of the frequency-response curve
.
without encountering a high peak smplitude ratio makes possible a closer
approach to this ideal curve. Similarly, inasmuch as perfect following , , -
would involve no phase lag, my modification that generally reduces the
phase-angle variation with frequency would improve the response.
Figures 8 and II show the results of the airplane-autopilot combina-
tion with both pitch-rate feedback and lag network when the pitch-rate
gain is altered by *5O percent of its original value for conditions 11
and 111 for the sea-level and altitude conditions at M = 0.7.
—
In both
figures, it is readily apparent that an increase in pitch-rate gain
increases the peak freqyency and makes possible an increase in error
gain to a limited extent. Too much of an increase in pitch-rate gain
lowers the amplitude ratio of the frequency-response curve at frequencies
below the peak frequency and thereby makes the response sluggish.
Altering the pitch-rate-gain setting did not appreciably affect the
static value of the frequency-response curve.
The response time exhibited moderate increases when the pitch-rate
gain was increased by 50 percent, and a decrease of 50 percent in pitch-
rate gain setting increased the response tm considerabl-y. me effects
of changes in pitch-rate gain settings on the stability of the system in
terns of C2/2 was more pronounced than the effect on TR.
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The results obtained when the lag-network time constant T was
altered are presented in figures 9 and 12. ActuaUy, the reciprocal of
the ttie constsnt, the bresk fregyency, was the psrameter that was var-
ied by +x percent since the analysis was done in the frequency domain.
When the break frequency was altered in this manner, T was doubled and
then reduced by two-thirds of its original value. ~ the time constant
was increased (the break frequency being decreased by X percent), the
peak frequency increased. The figures indicate that there was a more
pronounced effect on the peak frequency for a ~-percent increase h
break frequency than for a ~-prcent decrease in break freqpency. The
response characteristics ~, cl/2) ~ %s did not chamge appreciably
when the time constant T was altered, but this result was obtained with
the ratio of the time constants of the lag network held fixed which in
turn fi= d the ratio of the low-to-high freqpency gain of the lag
network.
Figures 10 and 13 present the results obtained when the time-constant
ratio of lag network a was increased and decreased by 50 percent of
its original value. These figures indicate that an increase in the
thne-constant ratio decreases the peak frequency but increases the error
gain setting of the system. Since the error gain setting increased with
an increase in a, the percentage of steady-state error
~ss decreased
because e~s is directly dependent upon the error gain setting. It is
obvious frcm figures 10 and 13 that the time-constant ratio affects the
low-freqyency end of the frequency-response curve but has little effect
at high frequencies. Neither the response time ~ nor the stability
of the systems in terms of %/2 was significantly altered with a
*W percent change in the time-constant ratio. Although there was a
sizeable decrease in steady-state error as the the-constant ratio was
increased, the magnitude of this ratio was limited by the appearance of
another pesk in the frequency-response curve at fairly low frequencies.
This tendency toward a low-frequncy peak can be detected in some of the
frequency-response curves presented in figures 10 and 13.
Effects of Mach Nmnber and Altitude
The variation of the parsmeter settings with flight conditions is
necessitated by the alterations in the airplsne freqpency response (as
shown in fig. 2). The effects of change in Mach nuir at a constant
altitude (35,000 feet) can be seen by ccmparing conditions 1, 111, and
TV (Mach nunibersof 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, respective~) of figure 7. Fig-
ure 7 presents the results of the four flight conditions investigated
when the best parameter settings obtained at each condition are used.
. As the Mach number is increased from 0.5 to 0.9, the gain settings
decrease in magnitude by a factor of about 2.5 while the lag-network
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settings change only slightly. This decrease in gain settings is made
possible because, at subsonic speeds, the frequency response of the
airplane usually improves with increased airspeed. A point worth noting,
however, is that, with the best parsmeter settings obtained at each high.
altitude condition (fig. 7), the response time and degree of stability
of the airplane-autopilot combination correspond closely for all the
flight conditions investigated. Since the Lag-network settings T and
a change only slightly with an increase in Mach nuniber,there is an
indication that these settings could be held constant with changes in
Mach number.
A comparison of conditions 11 and III of figure 7 (altitudes of
sea level and 35,000 feet, respectively) shows the effects of altitude
change at constant Mach number (M = 0.7). In going from sea level to
an altitude of 35,W feet, the best pitch-rate gain setting obtained
increased by a factor of about 4 while the best error gain setting
obtained increased by a factor of about 7. !llheparameter settings of
the lag network decreased only slightly; this decrease indicated that
constant settings may be used for the lag network when either the alti-~
tude or Mach number are chsnged. The necessity for the increase in
pitch-rate gain and error gain settings with increase in operating
sltitude can be seen by comparing the airplane frequency-response curves
for the two altitudes investigated (see fig. 2). The response character-
istics of the airplane are much better at lower altitude. AmOre
detailed discussion of the effect of altitude on the airplane response
is contained in reference 1.
The analysis thus far has shown that the parameter settings of the
airplane-autopilot combination with both pitch-rate feedback and lag
network cam be adjusted to give high perfomnance at each flight condi-
tion; however, a simpler automatic system would result if parameter
settings could be held constant through the Mach number and altitude
ranges. The effects of holding the parameter settings constant while
varying the flight conditions were.investigated and the results are shown
in figures 14 and 15. ti figure 14, the psrmeter settings that were
chosen were the best psremeter settings obtained for the altitude cruising
condition (see fig. 7). The system became unstable at conditions II
(M= O.7, ~ =O)andIV(M = 0.9, ~ = 35,000feet) Whereas at condi-
tion (M=O.5, hp = 35,000 feet) there was a large increase in
response time. In the case of conditions 11 and IV, the large pitch-
rate gain (compare best pitch-rate gains of figs. 7 snd 14) caused the
inner loop of the system to become unstable. The system became sluggish
for condition I because of the substantial_decrease in error gain.
.
.
In figure 15, the parsmeter settings that were held constant as the
flight conditions were varied were the best parameter settings obtained
for the sea-level condition (see second row of fig. 7). All the flight
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conditions in this figure ue stable. At the altitude conditions, the
system became very sluggish but improved as the Mach number was increased.
This response resulted from the low gain settings KR snd ~~ obtained
at the sea-level condition in comparison with the best gain settings
obtained at altitude; however, there is still the possibility of oper-
ating the normal-acceleration airplane-autopilot combination by using a
compromise of gain settings protided it is established that a much slower
response can be tolerated than the best response obtained for each
condition.
Elevator Deflections and Pitching Velocities
The response characteristics of the basic controlled quantity, h
this case normsl acceleration, do not alone determine the adequacy of
a given system. The control motions sre important in determining the
effects on the maximum rate, force, snd power output of the servomotor.
D addition, the pitching motionmsy be important.
Because of these aspects, the elevator deflections and the pitching
velocities in response to the a~roxfmate step ccmmand in normal accel-
eration were investigated for each flight condition. The results
obtained when the best parsmeter settings at each flight condition were
used are presented in figure 16.
.
The magnitudes of the elevator deflections at their initial peaks
are somewhat under the vslue expected frcm the error gain setting. Since
the ratio 5/@~ ss has the units of degrees per g, it is necessary to
divide the control deflections in figure 16 by 57.3 so that both the
q-tities 5/[n~~s ‘d ‘ne me in the ssme units. For an input of
the abruptness shown, these ratios indicate that for conditions I
(M = 0.5, hp = 35,000 feet) and 111 (M = 0.7, ~ = 35,000 feet), the
control rates and deflections are very high. Consequently, control-rate
and control-deflection l.imitations,which sre not considered herein, will
have importsnt effects on the response except for camnsnds of small mag-
nitude. !lhepitching velocities as plotted in figure 16 are within
reasonable limfts for conditions 11 (M = 0.7, ~ = O) andIV (M= 0.9,
hp = 35,000feet), but the magnitudes for conditions I and 111 are Isrge.
tie magnitudes at all four flight conditions could be reduced at the
expense of the response, if it were established that a poorer response
could be tolerated.
The details of the pitching velocities in response to a nomal-
acceleration command axe of interest in that they afford sane insight
into the characteristics of a pitching-velocity command system as catn-
pared with a normal-acceleration command system. The time histories of
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pitching velocity show that its peak values attained in response to an
acceleration command are msny times the values ultimately attained in
the steady state. This observation leads to the conclusion that if a
pitching-velocity conmmmd system were optimized to have the pitching-
velocity response follow a step command as closely as possible, the
nozmal-acceleration response to a pitching-velocity comma d would tend
to be quite sluggish. In applying these cmmsnd systems to control the
flight path of an airplane, the impression is gained that the nomnal-
acceleration command system would be superior, since the rate of chsnge
of the flight path is directly proportional to the normal acceleration
and, as pointed out, the transient-response characteristics in normal
acceleration would be much superior for the normal-acceleration command
system thsn for the pitching-velocity commsnd SyStelll.
.
The elevator deflections and pitching velocities in response to
normal-acceleration cormnandswere also obtained for the cases where the
autopilot parsmeter settings were held constant snd the flight conditions
varied. The effects on the normal-acceleration response have been pre-
sented in figures 14 and 15. The chief observation relative to the ele-
vator deflections and pitching velocities is that the peak values of these
quantities were of the same order of magnitude for all flight conditions
investigated when the pars.ruetersettings were fixed. When the sea-level
settings (see fig. 16) were used, the pesk values were not usually large,
.
being about 3 degrees per g for elevator deflections and about 0.2 radian
per second per g of pitching velocities.
—
.
Comparison of Normal-Acceleration and Pitch-Attitude
Systems When Used To Control Flight Path
As implied previously herein =d as pointed out in reference 1,
often the purpose of a commsmd system is to provide control of some
quantity other than the basic quantity. In particular, various types
of command systems are used to control the flight path of an airplane.
Accordingly, the use of a pitch-attitude cmmnand system to control the
flight path was discussed in reference 1. As pointed out therein, a
pitch-attitude system with no external-path loop affords control of the
flight path since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
flight-path angle and pitch-attitude angle of an airplane in the steady
state; however, under these conditions, the flight-path response tended
to be sluggish even with an extremely rapid attitude response. In order
to use a normal-acceleration comnand system for control of the flight
path, a modification must be made to make the system sensitive to the
flight path itself, since a steady no- acceleration of an airplane
produces a steady rate of change of flight path. This modification csn
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be accomplished by adding an @r loop sensitive to flight path and
d proportional to the error between theproducing an acceleration commsm
desired snd existing flight-path angle. Such a modification could also
be made to a pitch-attitude comnsnd system and the flight-path responses
might thereby be improved over those presented in reference 1. Expres-
sions for the trsnsfer functions 70/7i~ 5/yi> ~ n/7iy whenusx
the pitch-attitude system, are the same as those presented in the appen-
dix for the normal-acceleration system except that the EJo/Elitransfer
function presented in reference 1 is substituted for the ~/ni tr~sfer
function.
Figures 17 imd 18 preserrtthe flight-path response, elevator deflec-
tions, and normal accelerations encountered when the normal-acceleration
system considered herein (fig. 17) szd the pitch-attitude system con-
sidered in reference 1 (fig. 18} are used as an inner loop in a flight-
path control system. Both figures indicate that the flight-path responses
are slow in comparison with those obtained in the nozmal-acceleration
system or the pitch-attitude system but are considerably improved over
the path responses obtained in reference 1. The elevator deflections
axe very rapid. In most instances, the elevator deflections have under-
gone a lsxge smplitude pulse before significant path responses have
. occurred and slso have nearly steadied out as the flight-path response
reaches its initial peak. The magnitude of the elevator deflections
for altitude conditions 1, III, sm.dIV sre high, but the normal accelera-
. tions produced by these deflections are not particularly large because
of the high frequencies involved in the elevator motion.
A comparison of the flight-path responses in figures 17 and 18
indicates certain important differences between use of the nomal.
acceleration system and the pitch-attitude system as an inner loop in a
flight-path control system. The flight-path responses are more rapid
for the pitch-attitude system than for the normal-acceleration system
snd reflect a significantly higher peak freqyency for a given peek
_fication of the outer loop for the pitch-attitude system. This
better transient response for the pitch-attitude system stems from the
better frequency-response characteristics (particularly in phase)
obtained for the attitude comnand system thsn those which were obtsined
for ths normal-acceleration cmmmmd system. In additicm, the airplane
transfer function relating flight path to attitude has scmewhat better
phase characteristics than the airplane transfer function relating flight
path to normal acceleration. On the other hand, because the airplane
transfer function 7/Q does not have an integrating characteristic as
does the transfer function y/n, the flight-path response using the
pitch-attitude system does have a steady-state error. The ability to
maintain steady-state errors as low as those shown in figure 18 is
dependent on the ability to obtain a pitch-attitude ccmmsnd system with
as high a perfomsnce as was obtained for the one examined in reference 1.
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The magnitude of the elevator deflections are much less when the normal-
acceleration system is utilized, smd this fact also may be a considera-
tion in selecting the type of command control system.
Comparison of Pitch-Attitude and Norinal-Acceleration
Systems With a System Which Controls Angle of Attack
Another important variable in the longitudinal motion is”sngle of
attack. Automatic control of this qusatity may be desirable under
several flight ‘conditions,in particular, during landings where a safe
margin below the stall angle of attack is desired and during cruising
where singleof attack is a primary variable in the determination of
range performance. As with the normal-acceleration and pitch-attitude
autopilots, ~ -le-of-attack autopilot might also be used as an inner
loop in the control of some other quantity such as flight path. Inclu-
sion of the study of an angle-of-attack autopilot in a generhl.survey of
longitudinal-control systems, therefore, is desirable.
Xarly in the snalysis of an angle-of-attack system, certain simi-
larities between it and the pitch-attitude system becsme apparent; there-
fore, further analysis of the sngle-of-attack system was obviated. This
similarity can be attributed directly to the airplane trensfer functions
which involve pitch attitude and angle of attack. For comparison, these
trsmsfer functions are plotted in figure 19 for the exsmple airplane used
in the analysis at a Mach number of 0.7 and ~ altitude of 35,000 feet
and, in terms of the airplane stability derivatives, are as follows:
a (-’+@’%J+’@m~-%~~+Q&%’~
‘=(’*’U+~’+”+(-*%+%s%-2%)E+‘@+%-%2%)”+’%+%%-%%)
The two frequency responses are substantially the ssme over a large range
of intermediate frequencies. This similarity results from the dominsnce
of the term 2~~a in the nunerator of both transfer functions. For the
angle-of-attack transfer fmction (in the case of the exemple airplane),
the 2p~8 terms are of an order of magnitude.greater than all others at
frequencies above 5 radisms per second, and, for the pitch-attitude trans-
fer function, this term is of an order of magnitude greater than all
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others at frequencies below about 100 radians per second. The discrep-
ancies between the two transfer functions at large frequencies is unim-
portant since the airplane response is so attenuated as not to effect
the response characteristics of the airplane-autopilot combination. Of
course, the lack of a low-frequency integrating characteristic in the
case of the angle-of-attack transfer function is important, but such a
characteristic csn be provided by incorporating a lag network of the
form ~ in the complete system. With this addition, the transfer
-@
function of the ccmplete system for controlling angle of attack can be
made about the ssme over the important range of frequencies as obtsdned
for the system which controls pitch attitude. This result may be seen
frm the plots presented in figure 20 for the trsnsfer functions of the
angle-of-attack and pitch-attitude airplane-autopilot ctiinations. T&
-itudes of pitch-rate gfin =d error gain for the best response were
found to be practically the same for both systems. ActuaJly, it was found
possible to provide a scmewhat better integrating characteristic in the
system through use of a lag network than was inherent in the airplane in
the case of the pitch-attitude system, but this difference did not mate-
rkld.y affect tti similarity of the transient-response characteristics of
the two systems. The general conclusion to be derived from these obser-
vations is thqt the results for the pitch-attitude systems presented in
.
reference 1 and in this paper are, in general, directly applicable to an
sngle-of-attack system, provided an integrating characteristic is incor-
porated in the sngle-of-attack autopilot.
CONCLUSIONS
A theoretical analysis has been made of the longitudinal response
characteristics of a swept-wing fighter airplane having a normal-
acceleration control system. The effects of vsrying the parsmeter
settings of the system and the airplane flight conditions were investi-
gated. Results are applicable to the range of conditions in which the
system exhibits linear behavior. Therefore, the responses obtained are
believed to be considerably better than could be obtained under many
conditions because of the detrimental effect of such nonlinearities as
control-displacement limitations and control-rate limitations. The
results do apply directly when comnands are of small magmitude (such as
might occur during the tracking phase of the attack of an autom.tic
interceptor). Frcxnthis analysis the following conclusions were reached:
1. When the freqmncy responses smd trsasient responses of the
normal-acceleration system with normal-acceleration feedbac,kalone were
analyzed, the error gains were limited to low values of all flight con-
ditions by consideration of system stability. As a result, the response
in normal acceleration was sluggish and large steady-state errors occurred.
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When the system incorporatedboth a pitch-rate”~o and a lag network in
the forward loop, very rapid responses could be @e provided that some
means was available of changing the gain settings with flight conditions.
20 The normal-acceleration system was fairly sensitive to changes
in pitch-rate gain. A 50-percent change significantly affected the
stability of the system, the response time, and the steady-state error.
3. An increase tiMach number from 0.5 to 0.9 at an altitude of
35,0m feet decreased the magnitude of the gain settings for the best
response characteristicsby a factor of about 2.5. This reduction was
brought about by a general improvement in the airplane frequency response
with increase in airspeed in the subsonic speed range. Similar effects
resulted from decreasing altitude at a constsnt Mach number.
4. In view of the fact that the lag-network parameter settings T
and a retained approximately the ssme magnitude at each flight condi-
tion, it is concluded that these parameters could be held constant
throughout the flight conditions investigated.
5. At aMachnumiber of 0.7at sea level or at a Mach number of 0.9
at high altitudes, with the best parameter settings obtained for cruising
speeds at high altitudes being used, the system became ‘unstable. At high
altitude, with the best parsmeter settings obtained for the sea-level con-
dition, there was a general trend toward improved stability but a much
more sluggish response.
6. If a pitching-velocity conmand system were opthnized to have the
pitching-velocity response follow a command as closely as possible, the
normal-accelerationresponse obtained with the pitching-velocity system
would tend to be quite sluggish as ccxtrparedwith tQe normal-acceleration
response obtained with the normal-acceleration system. In applying these
command systems to control the flight path of an airplane, the impression
is therefore gained that the normal-accelerationcommand system would be
superi~r.
7. When the pitch-attitude system considered in NACA!IN 2882 and
the normal-acceleration system considered herein were used as inner loops
for controlling the flight path of the airplane, the pitch-attitude
system showed a more rapid flight-path response than did the normal-
acceleration system, but the pitch-attittie system exhibited a steady-
state error.
8. ApreUminary anslysis of an angle-of-attack system indicated
that its characteristics,both as a cmmnand system for control of angle
of attack or as an inner loop for control of some other quantity, would
be practically the same as for a pitch-attitude system provided an
integrating characteristic is incorporated in the angle-of-attack
autopilot.
.
.
.
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9. For all systems studied, very high gains were utilized, particu-
larly for the high altitudes at moderate to low speeds. As a result,
the elevator rates and deflecticms were very high, and, in the practical
application of such systems, the effects of factors such as control-
rate and control-deflection limitations would have to be considered.
Lsngley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
La@ley Field, Vs., Msxch8, 1954.
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APPENDIX
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS APPJZCABIE TO PRESENT ANALYSIS
The longitudinal eqpations of motion in
analysis are
nondimensional form used in
(1)
(2)
transfer function of the airplane that relates normal-acceleration to
elevator-deflection input in terms of airplane stability derivatives, as
derived from equations (1) and (2) and the expression
is of the fore:
where
(3)
.-
.7
.
.
.
-.
m
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The dhnensionalized fomn of the n/8 trsmsfer function may be obtained
1, by substituting $p for D. Then the n/5 tr
L
usfer function becomes
The frequency-response form of the dimensionslized transfer function may
be obtained by substituting ja for the Laplace operator p.
The transfer function of the airplane relating angle of attack to
elevator deflection can also be derived fran eqpations (1) and (2) snd
is of the form
a PD+Q
-=
8 ED2+FD+G
.
where
P=
Q=
The dimensionalized form of the u/6 transfer function may be
obtained by substituting ~ p for D. Then the a/8 transfer function
becomes
o+ +Q
g= ‘($)2’2+‘(9P+G
A block dia&cmn of the normal-acceleration cczmnandsystem considered
is presented in &e analysis. The open-loop
system is
% KnEyly3y4
—=
E 1 + ~Y1Y2D
trsmfer function of this
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where Y1 is the autopilot trsnsfer function, Y2 is the airplane
trsmsfer function relating pitch attitude to elevator deflection, Y3
is the airplane trsasfer function relating normal acceleration to ele-
vator deflection, ad Y4 is the lag-network transfer function. The
closed-loop transfer function of the system is
no 3/2
—=— -
%i 1+*
The lmown transfer functions of the airplane, the autopilot, and the lag
network, together with the selected parsmeter settings, were used to find
the frequency response of the closed-loop trsnsfer function of the sys-
tem. The frequency-response data were fed into the Fourier synthesizer
to determine the transient-response characteristics of the system.
The trsnsfer function relating elevator deflection to the normal-
acceleration input ccamand of the closed-loop system was obtained from
the airplane transfer function relating normal acceleration to elevator
deflection (previously defined) and frcm the closed-loop transfer f~c-
tion of the-=ystem reiating no&al-acceleration
acceleration input ccaxmnd. Thus,
In a similar manner. the transfer function
to elevator deflection (&ee
functions relating pitching
ccmmand for the closed-loop
The frequency-response data
ref. 3) was used to
output to the normal-
rel.stingpitch attitude
establish the transfer
velocity to the normal-acceleration input
system. Thus,
e ‘O
——
6 ~ ni
–’v’Iq
T
determined for b/~ and ;/ni were slso
.
.
fed into the Fourier synthesizer to establish the trsnsient-response
characteristics of these output quantities in terms of the input no=-
d.acceleration comnan
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A block diagram of the autcmatic control system used when the
nozmal-acceleration command system controlled the flight path of the
. airplane is presented in the snal.ysis. The
tion of this system is
closed-loop trsnsfer func-
The trsm.sferfunction relating flight-path angle to norms& acceleration
in th above closed-loop frequency response was determined by using
equation (3). Thus,
Y~
—=—
n Vp
The transfer function relating elevator deflectionto the flight-
d of the closed-loop system was obtained from thepath-sngle input comman
airplane transfer functions relating flight-path angle to normal accel-
eration and normal acceleration to elevator deflection and fran the
*
closed-loop trsnsfer function of the system relating flight-path-angle
output to the flight-path-angle input cmmnand. Thus,
70
In a similar msmner, the airplane transfer function relating flight-
path angle to normal acceleration and the closed-loop transfer function
of the system relating flight-path--e output to flight-path-angle
input comnand were used to establish the transfer function relating
nomal. acceleration to the flight-path-singleinput comsnd. Thus,
E=.k!z&
7% Yo/n
The frequency-response data detemine d for 70/7i~ 5/7iJ ~ n/7i~ tin
the normal-acceleration airplane-autopilot combination was used to control
the flight path, were also fed into the Fourier synthesizer to establish
the transient-response characteristics of these output quantities in
terms of the flight-path-angle input coman d.
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Similar transfer functions relating the pertinent variables when
control.Mng the flight path with the pitch-attitude ccmmand SyStelllOf
reference 1 csn be obtained by replacing the normal-acceleration transfer
functions appearing in the equations presen~d in the preceding para-
graphs with the corresponding pitch-attitude transfer functions which
are presented in reference 1.
.
.
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TABLE I.- AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS,FLIGHT CONDITIONS,
AND S!I?ABILITYP~
Condition
Symbol
I 11 111 Iv
M . . . . . . . . . . 0.7 0.7
hp, ft....... 35,% o 35,0CXI 35,%
W, lb . . . . . . . . 15,291 15,291 15,291 15,291
S,sqft . . . ..e 288 288 288 288
b, ft . . . . . . . . 37.1 37.1 3;i; 37.1
V, ft/sec . . . . . . 485 877
F, ft . . . . . . . . 8.085 8.~~ 8.085 8.085
A, deg . . . . . . . 35.23 35.23 35.23 3;l;;
Ke y . . . . . . . . 0.95 0.95 0.95
Iy . . . .. m... 29,448 29,448 29,448 ~, ~8
2/%. . . . . . . . . 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4
%“=”=””””” 0.632. 0.0735 0.312 0.189
A. . . . . . . . . . 4.79 k.7g 4.79 4.79
l . . . . . .*, 277.24 :;,:& 2~.24 277.24
&; *...=**.* -o.k27 l -0.398 -0.344
%
l .***. . . -0.100 -0.152 -0.126 -0.175
%~ ”**”””==* 0.174 0.162 0.162 0.140
%“””””**”” 4.355 4.928 4.584 6.016
%“”””””””” -0.435 -0.751 -0.579 -1.o~
%“””””””” -0”791 -0”825 -0”825 -0”848
c%”””””””’
0.323 0.337 0 l337 0.346
%e**~*~”** o.~1 0.825 0.825 0.848
%e~~””==”= -I.897 -2.017 -2.017 -2.074
%“”””=””” ‘“1583 0“272 0.404 0.392
&h . . . . . . . .
-0.3876 -0.664 -0.991 -0.962
@la.... . . . 0.35 0.395 0.368 0.483
.
.
, . ,
. .
. 1
‘he. II//
Horizontal reference
z
Figure l.- System of axes and
Miicate
angular relationship
positive direction.
in flight. Mxws
-.
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Figure 3.- Elevator-servocontrol-system frequency response.
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Figure 5.- JEmquency ad transient responses of airplane-autopilot
conib.inationwithout rate gyro or lag network for
II, III, and IV.
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Figure 6.- Frequency esil transient responses of airplane-autopilot
combinaticm wtth rate gyro without lag netwmk for ccmditi.ons 1,
II, 111, ad IV.
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Figure 7.. Frequency and trumcknt responses of airpbne-autopilot
combination with both rate gyro end
settings obtained at each comliticm
lag network when best parameter
=e used. z
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Figure 9.- JH’fects of integrator tim constant r upon frequency and
trsmsient responses of airplane-autopilot ccmibinati.onwith buth rate
gyro ad lag network. Condition II (M = 0.7; ~ = O).
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Figure 10 .- Effects of integratxx time constant a upon frequency and
transient re6ponaes of airplane-autopilot conibination tith both rate
~o and lag network. Conditi~ 11 (M = 0.7; ~ = o).
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FQore U_.. Effects of rate gain settings ~ upon frequency and transient
responses of airplane-autopilti combination with both rate gyro and lag
network. Condition III (M . 0.7; ~ = 35,000 feet).
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Figure 13.- FdYec-bs of integrator tires conatit ratio a upon tieqpency
and tranaient responses of atrpl.ane-autopilot ccwibinaticm with both
rate gyro and lag network. Condition
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Figure 14.. FTequency and transient responses of airplane-autopilot
combinat’lm with both rate ~o and lag network when best parameter
settings obtained at conditicm HI (M = O .7; ~ . 352000 feet) are
used .
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Figure 15.- l?reqnencyand transientresponses of airplane-autopilot
combinaklcmwith both rate gyro @ lag network when best pm?~ter
sekklngs obtainedat conditionII (M = O.7; ~ . O) are used.
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Figure 16.- Respcmse6 in normal acceleration, elevatcn’ deflection, and
pitching velocity to nmmal-accelmation ccmmwnd when best parameter
,settinga obtained at each condition are used.
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Figure 17.- Responaes in flight path, elevator deflection, and normal
acceleration to flight-path comn&d when normal-acceleration
system is utilized as m inner loop.
~st ~r seti@3s =
u~ed for each condition.
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Figure 18.- Responses in flight path, elevator deflection, @ normal
acceleration to flight-path command when pitch-atii~e system (ref. 1)
is utti.iz~ as sm inner loop. Rest ParemetEw setiings are used for each
condition.
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Figure 19.- Conparison of airplane transfer functions relating pitch
attitude and angle of attack to elevator deflection. Condition 111
(M = 0.7; hp = 35,000 feet).
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Figure 20. - Compaxison of open-loop transfer function of airplane-
autopilot”co@ination used for control of pitch attitude with that
used for control of angle of attack. Lag network incorporated in
angle-of-attack system. Condition 111 (M= 0.7; ~ = 35,000 feet].
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